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Introduction
This document is a presentation of a typical use case treated with MonitorPack in a multi-client and
multi-site Managed Service Provider (MSP) context. Addressed for administrators to quickly
implement MonitorPack solutions. The publisher's support team remains at the subscribers' disposal
by e-mail, by Webex and by telephone if necessary.
MonitorPack Guard is able to monitor any existing or future application that has:
- Performance counters
- Windows services
- Shares
- Processes (executable)
- Sockets or daemons (from 1 to 65535)
- At least one Event ID
- Physical or virtual printers

Scenario
1 - Customers / sites context
Applications
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Consider you monitor 20 different client infrastructures that each have specific applications,
different environments, different thresholds of criticality alerts, each client has its own
backup solutions, messaging, antivirus, cloud, accounting applications like Sage or Ciel, some
CRMs, they may be in Office 365 hybridization, use SaaS solutions such as SalesForce, Zscaler,
ProofPoint, Inwebo, BlackBerry, OneDrive, Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, MDM, MAM
solutions MFA, they use Azure AD Connect, PingFederate, AD FS, Intune, etc...
Environment & infrastructures

They have Workgroups, DMZs, on premise and Online Active Directory and must monitor AD
Replications, Domains controllers , FSMO Roles, DNS, KDCs, Network Adapters, Web
Applications, Routers, printers, NAS, etc ...
Supported Operating Systems

- Windows 2000 Workstation all versions.
- Windows 2000 Server all versions.
- Windows XP all versions.
- Windows Vista all versions.
- Windows 7, 8, 9 & 10 all versions.
- Windows 2003, 2008, 2012 & 2016 server all versions.
- Linux and Macintosh OS are monitored through daemons (application-related sockets).
- All devices with an IP address and sockets (Ports 1 to 65535)
- MonitorPack will monitor any existing OID SNMP version V1, V2c & V3 (expected third
quarter 2018).

2 - MonitorPack Information in three click
Your constraints

So you have 20 clients, a hundred application environments to monitor and a single console, a large
number of servers, workstations, laptops, mobiles and you need a single view that does not drown
you information unnecessary abstruse graphics and false positives, in short you expect a synthetic
view, accessible in 30 seconds to react and understandable by your Help Desk or Level 1 support.

First click MonitorPack (10 seconds)
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You immediately get the information for all of your customers, you notice:
- that all monitored applications are operational (no production stop)
- That there are non-critical alarms for the production.
- That there was a production stop in the "SYSTEM" dashboard, but that this is not the case now for
15 minutes (configurable).
- That there is an error on an application.

Note: The total history of alarms, production shutdowns is kept for several years if necessary.
.

Second click MonitorPack (20 seconds)
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You immediately get a "SYSTEM" status of all your customers informing you:
- That a performance counter has exceeded a warning threshold.
- That the SLA is 99.994%, which can be important depending on the contract sold to your
customers.
- An EventID error caused a production shutdown (and tells you when & what).
- That there is a non-critical error on an application.
- That there is a service with no critical error.

Third click MonitorPack (30 seconds)

You immediately get the details of the "SYSTEM" dashboard as:
- The name of the client in error.
- The site of the customer concerned.
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- The server, PC or device concerned.
- The type of alert such as Log only, email alert, script (triggered automatically).
- The exact reason for the alarm, the object and the value that you can deal with immediately.

Tickets

From a single console you get the following information:
- Total number of tickets.
- Number of tickets per customer.
- Number of tickets per criticality.
- Number of tickets classified "Stop production".
- Number of tickets assigned or not.
- Number of closed tickets.
- Number of open tickets.
- Number of tickets per error tupe (Perfmon, Printer, Service, EventID, etc.)
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If you want to use MonitorPack Guard alone without subscription, it is possible and totally free
without any limitation.
We remain at your disposal:




E-mail: support@monitorpack.com
Knwoledge base: Online knowledge base
By form : Support request
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